MINUTES FROM BNA MEETING, MARCH 19TH, 2019

The Meeting began with introductions around the room and a quick review of the ground rules.

Minutes from the previous meeting were approved.

The meeting proceeded with discussion around the BNA goals with several recommendations from those in attendance as to how to structure the voting on the goals by separating them into three distinct groups which were Tasks, Community, and Policies.

Prioritized Goals for 2019

Top three Tasks:

#1. Formalize processes to ensure that the BNA is involved early in plans and projects that will affect our neighborhood.

#2. Improve BNA e-mail system to reach more neighbors.

#3. Influence the city to refurbish the Old Bolton Fire Station into a community center.

The top three Community goals were:

#4. Enforce the car parking code and maintain the residential parking district.

#5. Add more community gatherings in conjunction with other community events.

#6. Continue restoration of needed to plant habitat in Burnside Park.

Next on the agenda was establishing a list of questions that would be provided to Mayor Axelrod. It is hoped that he will respond to those in writing so we can discuss his comments with him at the April 16th meeting. The questions are the following:
Following the main discussion, Peggy Kirkendall gave an update on the status of the Old Bolton Fire Station, Bob McCarthy updated us on the situation with West Linn Post Office. There was a brief mention of the situation with the School Bond issue and the high school parking situation.

The meeting was adjourned at 8:30 p.m. by the BNA President, Steve Meisen.

Peggy Kirkendall, Secretary